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Background: EPR Severe Accident Management

Reactor core melts, corium penetrates RPV and flows to the reactor pit
Sacrificial concrete layer in the reactor pit melts
Corium flows into the core catcher, spreads over large cooling area
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What Happens When Corium
Interacts with Concrete?

Corium consists mainly of UO2 and ZrO2

Corium temperature over 2000 °C, decay heat ~20 MW
Concrete melting temperature ~1200 °C

Concrete starts to melt (= ablation)
Need to calculate heat transfer rate from corium to concrete 
basemat and sidewalls
Heat transfer calculations complicated because

• Corium is a mixture containing solid and liquid materials
• Gas bubbles released from hot concrete enhance heat transfer
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Previous Reseach

Many experiments available about two ordinary concrete types:
• Fast sidewall ablation observed for siliceous concrete
• Uniform basemat and sidewall ablation for LCS concrete
• Reason for the big difference unknown

Special concrete type used in the EPR reactor pit, containing 
hematite (Fe2O3)
Very scarce experimental data was available about this special 
concrete type
Earlier, VTT investigated hematite-containing concrete interaction 
with molten steel in HECLA experiments
Finland does not have facilities for handling molten UO2
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VULCANO VB-U7 Experiment

Handling molten UO2 is possible at CEA's VULCANO facility in 
Cadarache, France
The experiment was performed in co-operation with CEA
Experiment was funded by the EU via PLINIUS platform
The work of VTT's personnel was funded from SAFIR2010
This way an expensive experiment with real UO2-contaning corium 
became affordable for Finland
Test objectives:

• Reduce uncertainties in simulating EPR severe accidents
• Using a third concrete type may help explain differences 

between siliceous and LCS concrete in previous experiments
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VULCANO Plasma Arc Furnace for Melting Corium

UO2, ZrO2, Fe2O3 and SiO2 loaded 
to the furnace as powders
Plasma arc formed between 
graphite electrodes
Max. 200 kW heating power causes 
the powders to melt
Furnace rotation keeps materials 
pressed against the wall
Walls are cooled by water
Powder at the perifery remains solid 
and protects the furnace walls
Furnace is tilted and melt poured to 
the test section
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Test Section

Half-cylindrical crucible
Made of hematite-containing concrete that was 
transferred from Olkiluoto construction site
Concrete is red because it contains hematite
Inner diameter 30 cm
Symmetry surface of the half cylinder covered 
with ZrO2 plate
129 thermocouples in the concrete to measure 
ablation depth evolution
53.8 kg corium at 2250 °C poured to the crucible
Decay heat simulated by 21.2 kW induction 
heating
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Test Operations Controlled Remotely
from a Control Room
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Events

Date: October 15, 2009
Corium was melted in the plasma arc furnace
Melt was poured into the concrete crucible
Induction heating was switched on
1 h 20 min: Induction heating stopped due to failure in the cooling 
system of the power source
1 h 41 min: Failure repaired and induction heating resumed
2 h 38 min: Concrete crucible broke down, and some corium 
flowed to the floor. End of experiment.
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Concrete Ablation Depth
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Ablation Profile at 1000 Second Intervals
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Conclusions

Sidewall ablation was significantly faster than basemat ablation
Similar behavior as previously observed with ordinary siliceous 
concrete
Different from the other common concrete type, LCS
Physical reason for the differences is not yet known
Based on the experiment findings, siliceous concrete calculation
models can be applied for the hematite-containing concrete type
Reduces uncertainties in simulating EPR severe accident 
scenarios
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VTT creates business from 
technology
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